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the issues of ethics, professionalism, and standards in the context of
language testing. I have found that these matters do affect the
decisions I must make and that ethical concerns can pose major
dilemmas to language testers. Therefore, I agreed to accept the
invitation to talk on the subject at this symposium on ethics in

Ethics, Standards, and professionalism
in l_anguage

,

is_pedagogically
distinction, and a description oi rirmairy useful to maintain the
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DEFINITION OF TERMS: ETHICS AND STANDARDS

good and evil is part of the philosopher's usage of the word ethics.

Ethics can also be applied to the professions, where it is

sometimes called "applied ethics." When applied to a profession,
erftics commonly refers to a set of principles goveming the conduct
of members of the profession. Hete, ethics is used as the plural of
ethic, which is a principle of correct or good conduct. So, in the
context of language testing, ethics refers to a set of principles of
good conduct in doing what language testers do. These principles
would involve the regulation of professional conduct. A collection
of ethics that has been formally adopted by an association is usually
referred to as a code ofethics.
Closely related to ethics is standards. Indeed, the two terms
are sometimes used synonymously. In this discussion however, I
use the tern standards to refer to technical criteria that are to be
adhered to by professionals. This usage should not be confused
with the psychometric meaning of standard, which is a basis for
making comparisons in performance. Thus, in some sense, ethics is
used here to refer to the moral conduct of language testers as people
practicing their profession. Standards is used to refer to the
procedures language testers follow in developing tests, operating
test programs, or administering and interpreting tests and test

ethicsinvT*ll g""rrap since
ff 'l,lT:e,.8i:3l"fl ll[,,Xll,'ii,.?,C*[i:t

standards and

d"";Xi#':r',#'J$ffi
Nonetheless, it

applied linguistics. I hope the following thoughts on the subject can
be useful to others involved in language test development.

It is appropriate to begin a discussion of ethics by defining
terms. In reviewing the definition of ethics and related words,
naturally, I find that ethics has different meanings. As a branch of
philosophy, it is concerned with the moral choices an individual
must make in relationships with others. Moral seems to be a key
word in understanding the meaning of ethics. Lexicographers
define it as relating to the judgement of the goodness or badness of
human action and character. So the concept of good and bad or

i!:?lil;,PJ ;o,:::",
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PREEXISTING CODES AND STANDARDS
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cial test publishers and representatives of relevant professional
associations. This cooperation began in 1984 with a meeting of
representatives of 23 test publishers and representatives of the
AERA, NCME, and APA. At this meeting, the Joint Committee on
Testing Practices was formed. This committee sanctioned the
formation of two working groups, ,the Code of Fair Testing

standards)
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16.
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Reporting (1 1 standards)
Test Administration, Scoring' and (i0 standards)
Protecting
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A few years ago, I was privileged to participate in

development of the Code of Fair Testing Practices in Education
(National Council on Measurement in Education, 1988). The Code
was developed under the sponsorship of several professional
associations which are heavily involved in educational assessment:
the American Educational Research Association (AERA), the
American Psychological Association (APA), the National Council

on Measurement in Education (NCME), the Association for

12. iltt"* *aluation (8 standards)
Stanilarils for Particular Applications
Minorities Q standards)
13. Testing Linguistic
H;;'n""ai*pping conditions (8
P"";i"J"wt"
14. Testing
for

The Code of Fair Testing Practices

the

resting in

Schools (12 standards) -^
r riliiuie-in Counseling (9 standards)

Standarils

not been the case in other countries, however. The Standards are
largely unknown outside the United States and to my knowledge no
nationally accepted document comparable to the APA Standards
exists in other countries.

Measurement and Evaluation in Counseling and Development, and
the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association.
The Code was the outcome of cooperation between commer-

Practices in Education Work Group anfl the Test User Qualifications
Work Group. Following additional meetings with more test
publishers and relevant professional associations, each work group
produced a document (Diamond & Fremer,1989).

When organizations, institutions, and individual

professionals adopt the Code, they commit to safeguarding the
rights of test takers by following the principles prescribed in it. The
Code is similar to certain parts of the Standards for Educational and
Psychological Testing, but it differs in audience, purpose, and
focus. T\e Code is meant to be understood by the general public; its
scope is limited to educational tests; and it focuses on those issues
that affect the proper use of tests. The Code does not create new
principles over and above those in the Standards. Rather, it presents
a selected poftion of the Standards in a way that is meaningful to test
takers and their parents or guardians.2
Although the Code of FairTesting Practices in Educartonis,
strictly speaking, not a code of ethics, it does have some of the
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characteristics of a code of ethics in that it focuses on professional
behavior with the goal of reducing the frequency of behaviors that
could negatively impact examinees. It states the obligations to test
takers ofiest mikers and of professionals who use educational tests.
While the Code is meant io apply broadly to the use of tests in

education (admission, educaiional assessment, educational
diagnosis, and student placement), it does not cover employment,

lice-nsure,'or certification testing. Although the Code is relevant to

many types

- The Test user Qualifications work Group pncduced a series
pl_Lup.H speci fying thi quarifi cations ltrat test'plrchas"r, ifirrra
produced pTple forms for publishers that identify
ill;.',,-l?I
ces'able
knowledse and skills and require the purchas"i o-"iiirthat-the test will bi used r"rponriuty. E;th this document
and the
?:!::,::Ip_tl_o{pryresiionarsivorring.tog"tr,"riouoir,-"iiriry
ano
spec[y ethicar practices and standards rryithin their profession.

of educational fests, it is directel primarily- at

prof,lssiirirally developed tests rather than tests made by individual
ieachers for use in their own classrooms.

Ttte Code addresses the roles of test developer and test users
seoaratelv. Test users are those who select tests' commission test
deielopnient services, or make decisions based on test scores. The
Code focuses on desirable behaviors in four main areas:

A. Developing/Selecting Tests
B. Interpreting Scores
C. Striving for Faimess
D. Informing Test Takers
The discussion ofeach area begins with general behavioral
principles
for each group, followed by specific behaviors that relate
-to
the general priniiples for that area. In all, 2l behaviors are
group. For example, the.two
delineated side by
-forside for each
the fust area (Developing/Selecting Tests) are
general principles

select appropriate tests.

Test users should select tests
that meet the purpose for which
they are to be used and that are
appropriate for the intended testtaking populations.

Since its publication, the Code of Fair Testing Practices in
Education has been endorsed by over 100 professional associations
and test publishers who have agreed toimplement its tenets. This is
an examlle of the contribution that professional cooperatlo-n $1oyg!
associati,ons can make to the regulation of the conduct of individual
and corporate practitioners.
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langriage tests and test

SOME ETHICAL ISSUES AND PROBLEMS IN
LANGUAGE TESTING
A number of inter-related contemporary issues in language
testing raise ethical concerns. Sometimes these issues are complex
and sometimes they involve competing concerns of an ethical nature,
producing ethical dilemmas. One such issue is preparing students to

take standardized language tests, such as the TOEFL. Another
broader ethical concern, encompassing many different kinds of
behavior, is the applications of test scores by test users.
An important ethical dilemma with wide implications for
language testing is the matter of cost versus quality of measurement,
i.e., reliability and validity. In this respect, language testing is no
different than health care, in that high quality health care is
expensive and money spent on health care could instead be spent in
other ways that would also improve the quality of life within a
society. One could spend a large amount of money to produce a
language test that is both highly valid and highly reliable. However,
one has to choose between the gain in the quality of the
measurement outcome and the cost of the gain to whoever is paying
for the test, be it the examinee, or some institution, corporation, or
agency. It is here that standards and a code of ethics can be of help
to the test developer or test program manager. The adoption of
standards and an ethical code ultimately means that one must either
follow them to a very significant ddgree or consider withdrawing
from involvement in the project. A professional who does neither
would risk losing face among his or her colleagues.

Test Preparation Courses
In the United States until the 1980s, the practice of preparing
a student for certain kinds of standardized tests, such as aptitude
tests like the SAT or language proficiency tests like the TOEFL, was
considered unethical by many testing professionals. This was
because such tests are supposed to measurc some relatively stable
trait that is not amenable to rapid improvement. Test publishers
criticized the ethics of authors of test preparation books, the
proprietors of test preparation schools, and the teachers of test
preparation courses. Test publishers gave test candidates some

l-t
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sample test questions and told them to have faith ttrat the test would
measure their abilities accurately.

While I do not condone misrepresenting or overstating the
value of a test preparation course, to me such courses, when not
misrepresented, do not raise serious ethical concerns. Each
examinee has a true ability level in the construct being measured. A

will familiarize the examinee with the
way the construct is measured on the test. If the examinee
thoroughly understands the test developer's approach, he or she will
good test preparation course

be able to demonstrate through the test his or her full ability level, at
least to the degree that the test is valid and reliable. Indeed, on this

basis, one could argue that teachers have an ethical obligation to
familiarize students with the format of a standardized test, if the test
will be used to make an important decision about the snldents.
Bachman and Palmer (1982), Shohamy (1984), and others
have shown that the item types used to assess a constmct can
influence the scores of examinees. That is to say, examinees of
equal ability will appear to differ in ability due to the differences in
the format of each test. This phenomenon is known as the test
methd effect. By preparing students for a test, we can reduce or
eliminate the test method effect.
In 1991, I led the development of an oral proficiency test that
is used to certify Spanish, French, and bilingual education teachers
in one of the larger states within the USA. With the cooperation of
the state education agency, we developed a full-length sample test
and an 80 page test preparation manual to accompany this test. The
manual is written for prospective examinees. It thoroughly explains
the format of the test, the nature of each generic test task, the scale
by which raters evaluate performance, and the criteria raters consider
when placing a performance on the scale. A cassette tape provides
the test candidate with the opportunity to take the test. The reverse
side of the tape provides the candidate with examples of examinee
performance at each level on the test scale in response to items on
the sample test. Candidates take the sample test and then compare
their performance with the performances on the other side of the
tape. Thus, they can give themselves a tentative rating and decide
whether they feel ready to register for the test. We have received
very positive feedback from examinees who clearly stated that they
appreciated knowing what to expect when they entered the test

center. They consistently comment that the test prepiuation kit
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prepared them for what to expect with thc result that
they were able
to perform as well as their seiond language st lrs woJa
i"r-ii.z

Cost versus Quality
Testing.professionals who construct tests under contract
wrm specltlc ctients are often faced with the cost versus quality
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suitability for employment. Quite simply, if a high stakes test
program cannot maintain an adequate degree of internal quality
control, then it should probably be discontinued.ll
Some test development companies have confronted this
problem by developing a set of standards of their own, which they
present to potential clients. Such standards can be quite useful in
maintaining quality control, if they are followed by all test program
managers. The EIS Standards for Qualiry and Fairness (1983) are
an example. Nonetheless, program managers clearly wish to please
the client, and may be more willing to compromise internal
standards than to risk annoying or offending the client. Due to this

possibility, some companies carry out an occasional internal audit of
each test program in order to determine the degree to which it is in
compliance.

It would be foolish for each individual

test developer to

develop his or her own set of standards. Each could argue that his
or her standards are wholly appropriate and ensure quality control
and responsibility, even if this were not the case. A set of standards
for language tests in general could cause different test developers to
follow similar practices which are widely held to be appropriate.
Thus, a set of standards could contribute meaningfully to quality
control across test projects. A code of ethics could also have a
similar beneficial effect.

Rater Training

even anger' Because the client

Because language testing is likely to involve the training of
raters, language testers often encounter moral choices conceming the

endorse any new pJri"il" Jii",-ttun"T Tay.{t-ttu:":
s.!'.Pressure
iirui"a to io so, tlre client ended our relationship'if language
particularly
i,of,i; Jii*t ."h G quite intimidating-,

training of raters. On one occasion, while conducting a four day
workshop on the oral proficiency interview after which the
participating teachers were to receive a certificate, I was called aside
by a high level administrator. He told me that he wanted his assistant
certified also, but that the assistant was very busy and could only
attend part of the workshop. I resolved this problem by requiring all
participants to independently rate a series of tapes to a given
standard of accuracy. Because the administrator's assistant did not
meet the standard, no certificate was issued.
A similar situation occurred a week before the conference at
which I delivered this paper. An administrator who works with a
test I developed told me he needed to be approved to administer and
score the test, but that he did not have time to go through the formal
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raining process. He suggested that he be allowed to develop his
skills through informal self-study and on the job experience.
Although it was a bit brazen of me to do so, my response was to

CONCLUSION

phone this person's supervisor and suggest that he be rcquired to go
through the same training as everyone else. When it was explained
to me that ttris was not possible, a compromise was reached. Under
the compromise, the individual will go through a different training

Thjs paper has reviewed some current standards and codes
that are relevant to language testing and discussed their retationst ip
to the acceptance of language testiig as a profession. I trave arawn
gn ryy own personal experience to describe some of the situations
that language testers can encounter where faced with ettricar ciioiies.
As can be seen, professional langulge testers
confront problems that relate to professioial Ethics ana "onrtaniiy
stanaarai.

process involving self-study, yet the process will still be quite
formal in nature. At the end, he will have to demonstrate the same
proficiency in administering and scoring the test as all others who
carry out this task.
A related dilemma involves the training of a large group of
raters prior to the operational scoring of a productive skills test.
Invariably, some trainees will fail a "calibration" test at the end of
the training. Such tests are used to ensure that all trainees can use
the rating scale with adequate accuracy. When someone fails he or
she is given additional training and another calibration test. When
someone fails the second calibration test, one is faced with bringing
possible embarrassment to that individual by not allowing him or her
to participate in the operational scoring. This may be an ethical issue
also. My response is always to carefully explain to the individual
that it is important that everyone be able to rate accurately so that no
examinee will be treated unfairly. Thus far, each time I have
explained this, the individual has volunteered not to participate in the
sconng sessron.
In the situations I have described above, it seemed at the
moment that I would be better off to acquiesce and to let the client,
the client's representative, or some other relevant player in the
process have his or her way. After all, all of us like to be seen as
cooperative people who are willing to help solve problems in the
simplest possible way. Ultimately, however, I believe that ethical
conduct is one way that I am able to project my professionalism.
The maintenance of this professionalism is in my long term best
interest.

-

Sometimes, the problems inv6lve conflicting perc"friori of
tarrness. At other times,-the problems relate-to the degree of
compromise_ thar one can toleratd and still have a quality prJordt o.
program._ The degree of compromise is crucial, since ii iffects the
test devel-oper., the client, the examinees, score users, and others

who could be impacted by the decisions made based on t"iir"oiir.
ultimately,-the quality of-tests affects and is of concern ro r*i"rv ut
Iarge. uuldance on how to deal with issues of ethics and standirds
b: provided
ofprofessional ethics for language teJers
:q
!f 1forcoap
and by standards
developing language tests an-<l o-perating
I an g uage testin g programs. uiti m-atety,-the-p
sychometrit a;;iiti"t
ano-appropnateness of language tests and the ethical behavior of
professional
testers affect the starure of tanguagi i"rt"r, in
particular andl*gl?gg
applied linguists in general.12
NOTES
Tlir.q"ryr,was distributed and summarized orally ar the Colloquium on
4ppti"a Linguistics held at the,annuar meeiing of the American
Association of Applied Linguistics in Atranta, GA, April r7-rg:rgg3. prease
direcr

...,^- and
-,,
t'thrcs.

lilg

comments and reactions to the author at
22nd st. t.[\v, washingon, rc. zooll;
email cAL@GUvAx. Herpful cornmenrs on an earlier aiurr
Kenyon, Meg Malone, and the editors of this special issue of IAL.
2 At the 1990 business meeting, in Thessaloniki, Greece,
of the AILA
scientific commission on Language Testi and resring, Iohn de ron!,
G""-"r,"i, or

n"r"'-na;t5;.y

the..Commission, proposed that the Code of Fair-Testing p.o.r'i"ri-*itili*o
additional sratements added, become the sei of standards'for t.rrguug"
i"rti.rg.
However'

when introduced at.the business meeting, the proposal was tabled
foilowing
discussion. The code *d
addirions *"r" .i6r"quinriy reprinred in iiigui,og"
Test.ing Update_ (deJong, -gg
l99l) with a request for'comments. Orher activilies
penrnent to standards are mentioned in a recently published
article by Fred Davidson
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revisions on February 28' 1992'
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were elected'
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5 If at some^i,i
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considered'
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I find the Ethical
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In addition to the Code
Association (AERA, 1992) to be a
i"r"arch
Anericin';;;";;;;i
the
of
srandards
a number of issues that affect all

12 Many of the issues treated in this article (the need for a code of ethics,
technical standards of qualiry, documene with international impact, and the shortterm benefits versus the long term costs of acquiescing to a client's demands) may
also apply to some degree to other subfields of applied linguistics whenever those
professing to have expertise in these subfields "apply" their expertise outside of
academia in a workplace, a school setting, I hospital, or in a court ofjustice.
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